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AMIC ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

1998-BANGKOK 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Race for technology, content and competence are the subject of the 

thematic debate of your conference. 

During -fine days, you largely made an assessment of recent trends 

in communication in the Asia-Pacific region and you shared experiences 

and ideas about the means of meeting the challenges and exploiting the 

opportunities arising out of the changes in the Asian Communication 

environment. My position is uncomfortable. Everything has been 

covered. 

Therefore, I will be very brief and just give the UNESCO position on 

some important issues discussed by your conference. 

Of course, today governments and private companies are rushing to 

meet the challenge of the information highways. 
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But will information highways improve in any way the struggle to 

alleviate poverty around the world ? 

Access to information is an essential condition for development. 

The Internet has prompted a change in development thinking. But the 

question is : how important is Internet access in an area lacking drinking 

water or an effective telecommunication network ? While some praise the 

satellite system that has brought e-mail connections and cheap access to 

various kind of information, others complain that Internet connections 

will not pay for aspirin or food. 

In the education sector, Internet provides the opportunity for 

expanding one's educational horizon, but some worry that its glamour 

will minimize the education service in developing countries : basic costs 

such as paying teachers may suffer as more and more resources are 

diverted to hook up to the information higways. 

As Professor Sardar wrote recently, « with the money needed to 

enter Internet, you could feed a family in Bangladesh for a year... And 

the more Internet develops, the more it will become basically a 

commercial place... Communities which are rich will become powerful, 

but the vast majority will be more marginalised... » 
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But as we know, the capacity to acquire and communicate 

knowledge is the foundation of development. If development depends on 

empowering people and communities to take control of their own lives, 

access to information becomes an essential component for progress. And 

if the market ensures that access is spreading, international organizations 

have to make sure that the benefits are maximised and that,the 

detrimental effects, especially marginalisation are minimized. 

However, the problem is more complex. In the South, numerous 

developing countries have emerged from an almost uniformly poor third 

world Jo make up a more differentiated South . The traditional distinction 

between industrialized countries and the developing world now seems 

less and less clear-cut. A number of countries in Asia, Latin America and 

Central Eastern Europe have made economic breakthroughs and have 

even managed^to compete with the industrialized countries in many 

areas. And the concern of UNESCO regarding the involvment of its 

member States in the information society, is to find how to effectively 

[ apply information technologies to development so as to reduce, rather 

than widen and deepen, the gap between «the information rich » and 

«the information poor ». 
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In EDUCATION, information technologies must provide means of 

complementing traditional educational methods so as to enable education 

systems to better respond to the different learning and training needs of 

societies. 

For scientists, information highways should create the possibility to 

access and disseminate scientific information as well as share research 

facilities more quickly, on a larger scale and in a more interactive way. 

In the field of CULTURE, multimedia technologies should 

promote cultural and linguistic pluralism in the information society. A 

strong « public domain » information, accessible on-line and off-line 

should be developed. UNESCO is in the process of creating a virtual 

focal point with links to the ever-growing number of repositories and 

servers providing access to information in the public domain and to the 

world's cultural heritage, particularly through the WEB. In this context, 

UNESCO is reasserting its support for copyright protection, public access 

to information and fair use of Internet with a view to achieving a balance 

between the interests of copyright holders and the public interest. 

Mr Chairperson, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
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The information revolution has become a global fact that affects all 

nations and all people, either directly or indirectly. The real issues are 

now essentially ETHICAL, CULTURAL, and SOCIETAL, and 

UNESCO has begun to play a unique role among its Member States by 

increasing awareness of what is at stake in this revolution in all the 

Organization's fields of competence. 

There is a growing awareness that pluralism of information, 

together with a diversity of production and distribution, is prerequisite 

for a properly functionning democracy. The evolution of computer 

technology has enable the press to progressively automate production 

chains, providing advantages for both small and community media and 

large media enterprises. In broadcasting, innovation uses of information 

and communication technologies, particularly low-cost multi-point 

satellite channels have greatly improved the reach nn<ysustainability of 

broadcast activities. Interactive television, multimedia and Internet open 

up yet unexplored perspectives for the mass media. UNESCO is assisting 

member states in this field . 

Telematics combined with multimedia technologies such as 

CD-Rom, offers tremendous potential for enhancing cultural identities, 

promoting intercultural dialogue and stimulating creativity. We should 
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work together in order to create in rural and remote areas « virtual village 

halls » offering basic telecommunication and office administration 

services such as telephone, fax, e-mail, Internet access, word processing 

and photocopy, along with all needed user support and training. They can 

facilitate access to library and information services, exploiting both 

document holdings, national and world-wide electronic information banks 

in support of literacy campaigns, government^ programmes and other 

public service activity. « Virtual village halls » could facilitate citizen's 

feedback on policy and problems to local and national government. They 

should become forums for participatory democracy. 

No one should be excluded from the information society. Hence 

the emphasis on training, but also on the strategic importance of free 

access to public domain information and a sustainable infrastructure that 

guarantees effective universal access to the «information have-nots ». 

Infrastructural constraints and poverty are still limiting access* but the 

bottom like is that the Information and Communication Technologies 

favour the small user. We have to find strategies^ increase its use among 

those who currently lack access, in order to ensure that today's isolated 

examples of success are expanded. 
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